E&M Technologies
4465 Northpark Dr. Suite 304
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

Job Title: CI Specialist – Research Analyst Analysis Support
Location: Ft Meade, MD
Security Clearance: TS/SCI
E&M Technologies is currently seeking a Research Analyst Analysis Support and CI Specialist
to support a Federal government client.
Position Requirements:
 Apply intelligence collection systems and capabilities to inform intelligence consumers of collection
developments and relevancy through a range of products
 Collaborate across the IC to understand customer intelligence needs and gaps to optimize developing
and validating collection requirements for the customer
 Evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of multi-INT collection against requirements; and the
execution of collection plans and strategies to generate reliable and valid intelligence to customers
 Assess the value of collected intelligence versus the customers’ need(s) and decision making. Use
statistical, algorithmic, mining and visualization techniques to find and interpret ISR data sources
 Manage large amounts of data, ensure data consistency, produce visualizations and develop models to
report findings
 Assist developing methods and criteria to evaluate whether collection requirements have been satisfied,
using Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs), Measures of Performance (MOPs), responses to collection
plans and strategies, and produce feedback of findings.
 Identify collection gaps, related trends, and opportunities; assess collection options, tests assumptions,
and produce judgements, recommendations, and solutions to refine collection
 Identify gaps in collections methods, and model future intelligence collection scenarios for Collection
Strategists, Intelligence Planners, and Collection Enterprise Architects
 Demonstrate proficiency conducting statistics using statistical packages such as, but not limited to,
Matlab, SPSS, SAS, SPLUS, or R
Required Education/Experience
 Graduate of in-residence DoD/IC collection management course or Military Service equivalent
 High school diploma with at least 12 years of relevant experience; an associate degree with at least
10 years of relevant experience; a bachelor's degree with at least 8 years of relevant experience; or a
master's degree with at least 6 years of relevant experience
 At least a portion of experience must be within the last 2 years
E&M Technologies offers competitive salaries, medical benefits, and 401k plan.
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E&M Technologies
4465 Northpark Dr. Suite 304
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

To Apply for this Position:
You must have the Required Qualifications in your resume to be selected as a candidate.
Send your resume to emtech@eandmtech.com
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity, marital status, national origin, age, veteran status, disability, or any other protected
class. U.S. Citizenship is required for most positions.
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